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In everyday life, and especially in business, situations arise
which involve trying to gain the maximumprofit for work, or trying to
minimize loss. If each of us would investigate linear programming
procedures, we could solve some of these everyday problems very
quickly and efficiently. . Linear programmingprocedures provide for
solving realistic problems of everyday life. Specifically, the
assignment problem can be used to delegate tasks to specific jobs in
the best possible manner so as to obtain maximumfeedback. There
exist many methods and variations to the assignment problem and many
applications of these methods.
Before describing the various assignment problem methods, some
definitions are needed. To begin, linear programming is concerned
with making an optimal decision for a specific problem. It deals with
allocating a limited amount of resources among competing activities in
the optimal (best) way. Linear programming uses a mathematical model
to describe the problem. The word "linearll means that the mathe-
matical functions in this model must be linear functions. The
mathematical formulation of the linear programming model follows.
This model must select the values for x1, x2, . . . xn so that
the following must be true:
Maximize z = c1x1 + c2x2 + . . . + cnxn subject to the
constraints:
a11x1 + a12x2 +
a21x1 + a22x2 +
+ a1nxn :S. b1
+ a2nxn :S.b2
2
am1x1 + am2x2 + . .
and x1 ~ 0, x2 > 0,
In this problem, the
parameters of the model.
+ amnxn ~ bm
. . , xn ~ 0
a., b., and c. variables represent the
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The a represents the usage of resource i.
The c represents the cost in relation to the variable x. The
bi
represents the upper bound of the constraint. This problem can also
use the same form when a particular problem must be maximized.
Common terms used for this linear programming model must be
mentioned. The function c1x1 + c2x2 + . . . + cnxn is called the
objective function. The constraints of the method represent limits
which the solution must fall within. When a solution is obtained for
which all of the constraints are satisfied, it is called a feasible
solution. When a feasible solution has the best value of the
objective function, it is called an optimal solution. A solution
which consists of the variables which have integer values is
called an all-integer solution. A solution which consists of only
some of the variables having integer values is called a mixed-integer
solution. To solve a linear programming problem, there exist a number
of systematic procedures. In this paper, we will first describe the
assignment problem, then discuss various methods of solution, then
discuss the auto~ation of the branch-and-bound method, specifically,







II. A DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
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The assignment problem is a special type of linear programming
problem. Specifically, the assignment problem is a type of
transportation problem, where a set of resources are assigned a set of
ta$ks. Each resource receives one, and only Qne task, and each task
is assigned to only one r~source. Each resource has a cost for
performing each specific task. The main objective is to assign each
resource one task and to accomplish this in such a way as to either
maximize or minimize the cost.
Mathematically, this can be represented as m resources to be
assigned to n destinations on a one-to-one basis. Let
xij be the
assignment of the ith source to the jth destination. Also, let
cij be
the cost associated with the assignment. The assignment must be on a
one-to-one basis. Therefore,
xij must be either one or zero. With
these considerations, the assignment problem can be described
mathematically as follows:
Subject to the following constraints:
n
i = 1, 2, . . . , m




Job X Y Z
A $25 $31 $35
B $15 $20 $24
C $22 $19 $17
x. .
= a or 1IJ
In this assignment problem, m must be equal to n. Therefore, the
matrix is square. The number of solution variables in the assignment
problem is n. Also, the total number of possible solutions is n!
To better explain the assignment problem, the following example,
taken from Quantitative Approaches to Management by Levin and
Kirkpatrick.
The problem is to assign three jobs, A, B, and C, to three
machines, X, Y, and Z. Here, all jobs can be performed on all
machines. However, each job is uniquely assigned to one machine, and
the cost of processing each job on each machine is different. The
problem is to assign the jobs to the machines so as to minimize total
cost. The following table lists the cost for each job task on each
machine.











































































Each cost requirement is inserted into the corner of the
corresponding box. Also, each machine capacity and job requirement is
inserted on the bottom and the sides. The initial solution can be
I
~
obtained by uSing either the northwest corner rule or by Vogel's
method, which will be discussed later. The problem can then be solved
as if it were a transportation problem. This is described in the
transportation problem section.
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III. METHODS OF SOLUTION
A. Enumeration
A first method for solving an assignment problem is by enumera-
tion. The method of enumeration observes that for an n x n problem, it
is possible to list all n! alternate solutions, to insert each solu-
tion into the objective function, and to compare values until the
optimal value is found. To illustrate, if n = 3, 6 values must be
computed and compared. This is possible to do mechanically. However,
if n = 10, the number of possible solutions is 3,628,000. Therefore,
for n of any size, it is clear that this approach is impractical and
time consuming. Consequently, various modifications of this method
have been made. In fact, one could view every other method of solu-
tion as a modification of the enumeration approach since each method
seeks a means for ultimately testing only a fraction of the number of
the n! alternative solutions to the problem.
B. The Regular Simplex Method
A second method of solution for an assignment problem is the
regular simplex method. This method was first applied in 1947 by Dr.
G. B. Danzing and his associates of the U.S. Air Force. This method
differs from enumeration in that it is a systematic procedure for
solving linear-programming problems. On the other hand, the enumera-
tion method is an unsystematic approach where possible solutions are
"plugged in" to the equation. Until now, the simplex method has been
the most general and powerful approach. The reason for this is that




If an optimal solution exists, this method ordinarily determines it in
a finite number of iterations.
The procedure for solving an assignment problem with the simplex
method is based on what is known as the basic theorem of linear
programming. This theorem is based on two points. The first point
~
states that an extreme point of the feasible area represents a basic
~
solution. The second point states that one or more of the extreme
points will yield an optimal solution.
The basic idea of the simplex method is to search only the corner
points of the feasible space. The steps of this procedure are as
follows:
1. Begin the search by using slack and artificial variables to
find an initial basic feasible solution.
2. Check to see if this solution is optional; if it is, then
stop.
3. If the solution is not optimal, move to another corner point
which has an objective function with a higher value.
4. Continue searching corner points until one is reached which
provides the largest improvement in value of the objective
function.
If these steps are followed, since the objective function is
linear, the optimal solution will be reached in a finite number of
iterations.
C. The Transportation Method
A third technique is the transportation method. A linear
.
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programming problem which "transports" a number of items from
"Sources" to "destinations" at minimumcost is called a transportation
problem. The general transportation model utilizes a table to
illustrate each source, source capacity, destination, and destination
requirement. An example of this type of table is as follows:
,


























In this table, m sources and n destinations are represented. The
x variables represent the number of the specified item being shipped
from the source to the destination. The c variables represent the











variables represent the number of items at each source. The d
variables represent the number of items needed at that destination.
method for solving a transportation problem involves four
The basic feasible solution must be found.
The solution must be tested for optimality.
If the answer is optimal, stop. If not, develop an adjacent
basic feasible solution that provides the highest rate of
improvement.
4. Test the solution for optimality; continue processing steps
two and three until an optimal solution is found.
Twomethods for determining the initial solution are the
northwest-corner rule and Vogel's approximation method.
The northwest-corner rule allocates the upper left corner entry
of the table to be determined first. The value of this entry,
x11, is
taken to be the smaller of the two values b1 and d1. After the value
in x11 has been determined, the next allocation is to entry
Xi,j+1
if source i has any supply remaining. If no supply remains, entry
xi+1, j is chosen next. We moveaccording to the available supply and
demand of each column. If the supply has been used by an entry in the
row, the next entry to be considered is the next entry down the
column. However, if the demand is fulfilled, but not the supply, then
the entry to the right, Xi,j+1 ' is allocated. This process continues by
moving down columns and rows until all demand requests are filled, and
all supplies are exhausted.
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The result of using the northwest-corner rule is an initial





























1. Entry x11 is filled in with 30, the minimumvalue between 30
and 50.
2. Since the demand is satisfied, the next entry to be
considered is x12. This entry is filled in with 20 to satisfy
the column demand.
3. This process then continues to arrive at the initial feasible
solution shown in the figure.
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Vogel's approximation method calculates the difference for each
row and column. This is the difference between the lowest and
next-to-lowest unit cost, denoted by cij. The row or column which has
the largest difference is selected. From this row or column, the
variable having the smallest remaining unit cost is selected. Next,

































































1. Subtract the smallest cost from the next-to-smallest cost.
The differences are shown.
2. The largest difference is 3. Therefore, choose this one.
~
\
3. Take the smallest cost in this column, here it is 1, and
insert the highest possible value in this entry. This value
is 75.
4. Eliminate this row, since the demand has been satisfied.
5. Repeat this procedure until all demand and supplies have been
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In this last tableau, the zero entry is inserted into the open box.
This is used as a slack variable.
Mathematically, the transportation model can be described as
follows :'
In the transportation model, let i = (1, 2, , m) where
the supply is denoted by si. The destination, j
= (1, 2, .
n), where the destination is denoted by dj units. The cost of
moving units from source i to destination j is proportional to
the number of units being transferred; this is denoted by c.
'.IJ
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Let z be the total cost, and let
xij be the number of units
to be transferred from source i to destination j.
















x. . = dj, for j
= 1, 2, . . . nIJ
and x..> 0, for all i and j.
. IJ-
The transportation model is another method of uSing the simplex
technique to apply it to a specific type of problem. Where using the
simplex method to solve this type of problem may require a large
number of constraints and iterations, the transportation model
formulates this problem into a form which makes it much easier to
arrive at a solution. In addition, this transportation model comes to
a solution even faster than the enumeration method.
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D. The Hungarian Method
A fourth technique, the Hungarian method, has been named after
Konig, the Hungarian mathematician who proved the theorem which was
needed to develop this method. This is an efficient method which is
based on the duality theorem. This method is more efficient than the
previous methods for solving large assignment problems. It reduces
the amount of computations a great deal.
This Hungarian method consists of the following four steps:
1. Begin by deriving the total-opportunity-cost matrix (this
will be described later).
2. Check to see if the solution is feasible and can be made
optimal.
3. If the solution -is not optimal, change the total-opportunity-
cost matrix.
4. Continue by determining feasibility and optimality, and if
the solution is not optimal, changing the total-opportunity-
cost matrix.
To simplify this method, a scaling procedure is used. To scale a
matrix, a constant must be added to every element. This results in
charges to the elements, but not changes to the relationships among
them. Therefore, the final objective function can still be obtained
with a small amount of adjustment.
This scali~ procedure is used when developing the Hungarian
method for minimization. To achieve this, all entries in a matrix
must be changed to negatives:
19
There entries are then scaled up by the largest negative value. In
J
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Next, the total-opportunity-cost matri x fIlIst be obtained. This
that column.
-,







ILa 2 0-0 2-2 I a 0,
----! LThe result is the total-opportunity-cost matrix. Next, the matri x
must be tested for optimality.
In order for the function to be 0pt i maI , its assignment rust be








involves two steps. First, the lowest element of each row must be
subtracted from that row:




Second, the lowest element of each column must be subtracted from
4-4 6-4 a 2
"-
test for this optimality, the minimumlines test must be applied.
20
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IThe minimum lines test involves drawing the minimum number of
vertical and horizontal lines needed to cover all of the zero cells in
the total-opportunity-cost matrix.
8If the number of lines equals either the number of rows or the number
of columns, the optimal solution has been found. If this is not true,
a revised total-opportunity-cost matrix must be constructed.
The first step in constructing a revised total-opportunity-cost
matrix is to find the lowest entry of the entries which have not been
covered by the lines. The value of this entry must be subtracted from
all cells which have not been covered by the lines. Next, this lowest
entry must be added to all entrees in which the lines intersect; these
are the entrees which have both a vertical and a horizontal line going
through them. This new matrix must be tested with the minimum-lines-
test. If it passes this test, the matrix is optimal.
E. The Branch-and-Bound Technique
~ A fifth method of solution is the branch-and-bound technique.
Developed by Little in Operations Research, this procedure is an
iterative technique for a partial enumerative search that can be used
to solve all-integer, and mixed-integer .problems. The basic approach
is to solve the problem without considering the integer requirement;
if the solution does not turn out to be an integer solution, then the
branching process is begun.
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The procedure for branching is to divide the problem into two
parts according to the solution obtained at this point. Each part is
aimed at one of the integer values that are on either side of the
non-integer solutions. For examplet if one of the non-integer values
is 10.55t then divide the problem into two parts using ten and eleven
as the integer values. The values will be turned into constraints for
a modified problem.
To further explain this problemt an example is helpful. Consider
the following result of a problem:
If the result of using the simplex method to obtain an
answer to a problem was x1 = 37.5 and x2 = 10, the non-integer
value for x1 would be branched upon. To accomplish this, the
next highest integer, and the lower integer must be inserted into
two separate problems of the same as the original. For examplet
the results of this problemt x1 = 37.5 and x2 = 10t would cause
two new problems to be generated; one with additional bounds
of x1 ~ 38t and one with x1 ~ 37. If this problem results in
another non-integer valuet then two more problems would be
computed.
F. Beyond the Simplex Method
A sixth method is a newly developed method which goes one step
beyond the simplex method. This methodt as found in Focus Magazine
Vol. 5, No.1, has been discovered by Nerendra K. Karmarkar, and it
has been described as being faster than the simplex method. Nerendra
developed this new method as an improvement to the simplex method. It
22
,t
is the same as the simplex method in many respects. However, it is
different from the simplex method in that it moves through the inside
of the set of feasible solutions, instead of moving along the edges as
in the simplex method.
This method is said to be valuable because it provides a
substantial improvement in going from the current point, x to the next
point y. The feasible solution is projected so that the original x is
moved through the center of the problem.
If Karmarkar's approach proves to be successful, it can be very
efficient when implemented by computer.
23
IV. AUTOMATING THE BRANCH-AND-BOUND TECHNIQUE
A. An Explanation of the Automation
It has been stated many times that by using the branch-and-bound
technique of the assignment problem, a solution can be easily obtained
very quickly. This solution can be found even faster if this approach
is automated.
The initial step in automating the assignment problem is creating
a flowchart like the one shown in Figure A. This flowchart represents
a reentrant module which obtains an optimal solution to the assignment
problem using the branch-and-bound technique. A reentrant module is a
module which calls itself a number of times, initializing the
variables each time. After initializing the variables, the
branch-and-bound module calls a subroutine which uses the simplex
algorithm to calculate an optimal solution. After obtaining the
optimal solution, this z value is compared to the highest obtained z
value. If the new value is not greater than the previous value, the
routine is exited. However, if the new value is greater than the
previous value, the new variables must be tested for integer values.
If any of the variables is not an integer, two new formulations of the
problem must be set. The first formulation includes a constraint for
the non-integer variable which is less than the non-integer value.
The second formulation includes a constraint which is greater than the
next integer value after the non-integer value. These new
inequalities are then used to call the branch-and-bound module again.
This process continues until the highest possible optimal
solution has been obtained. Whenthis occurs, the branch-and-bound
25
module is exited for the last time, and the optimal solution and its
variables are returned.











































































B. Automated Branch-and-Bound Example
To further illustrate the automated use of the branch-and-bound
.
technique, the following problem will be used:
Maximize: z = 31x1 + 60x2
Subject to: x1 + 2x2 ~ 12.5
x1 < 8
x2 ~ 5
This problem is inserted into the NIU MICC System simplex method
.
.
to obtain an answer to the equation. The initial solution was the
following: x1 = 8, x2 = 2.249, z = 383. When proceeding through the
branch-and-bound module flowchart, the z value, 383, is checked
.
against the original value, c = O. Since 383 is greater than 0, c is
set to 383. Also, since x2 is a non-integer value, we must branch on
this value.
.
Again, by proceeding through the flowchart, b is set to the value
of x2, and x2 is truncated to 2. Next, a new constraint is formed and
added to the equation of the form x2 ~ 2. Now, the feasibility of
this constraint must be calculated by inserting this value, along with
.
the others, into the equation constraints:






Since all contraints are appropriate, the feasibility of the equation




used as parameters into the branch-and-bound module again. Here,
this branch will be tested for optimality and feasibility. This
.
process continues until the optimal solution is found.
For this particular problem, the results of using the MICC
simplex routine were the following:
Ca11 1:
.
As shown before, the results of the first call were x1 = 8, x2 =
2.249, z - 383. By proceding through the flowchart, two more calls
.
to the MICCsimplex routine were made resulting in the following:
Ca11 1a
.
The same constraints plus the new constraint of x2~ 2. The
result of this call was x1 = 8, x2 = 2, and z = 368. Since x1
and x2 are both integers, c is set equal to 368, and processing
will stop on the branch of the tree.
.
Ca11 1b
The same constraints plus the constraint of x2~ 3. The results
x2 = 3, and z =
to 381.47. Second,
.
of the MICC simplex routine are x1 = 6.463,
381.47. First, since z> c, c is set equal
.
since x1 is not an integer value, two more calls must be made.
Ca 11 1b 1
The same constraints are used, however, the constraint
.
x1~ 6 is added. The result of the MICC simplex routine is
x1 = 6, x2 = 3.25 and z = 382. First, c is replaced by the z
.
..
value. Second, since x2 is not an integer value, two more




The same constraints are used. The constraint x1~ 7 is
added. Here, the constraint x1:::. 7 is found infeasible
because the co~straint x1 + 2x2S. 12.5, is not feasible when
the values of x1:::. 7 and x2 = 3 are inserted. The result is
7 + 2(3)
~
12.5. However, thirteen is not less than twelve;
making this branch an infeasible branch. Processing stops
for this side of the branching. Next, Call 1b1a must be made
from the previous Call 1b1.




The sameconstraints are used again, but the constraint
X2 .s.3 is added. The result is that x1 = 6, x2 = 3, and
z = 366. Since z is not greater than the c value of 382,
.
processing stops.
Ca 11 1 b 1 b
Again, the same constraints are used, the added constraint
.
is x2 ~ 4. The result here is x1 = 4.45, x2 = 4, and





This call adds the constraint x12 4. The result is
x1 = 4, x2 '= 4.3, and z=379. The c value is replaced






This call adds the constraint x1~ 5. The call cannot
be made, however, because when proceeding through our
flowchart, this constraint is found infeasible. Again,
when these values are inserted into the first con-
.
straint, 5 + 2(4)
~
12.5, the result is an infeasible
value of 13 < 12.5. Therefore, branching here is
stopped.
Ca 11 1 b 1 b 1 a
.
.
Theadded constraint here is x2~ 4. The solution
here is x1 = 4, x2 = 4, and z = 364. Since this z
value is not greater than the c value of 379,
branching here is stopped.
Ca 11 1 b 1 b 1 b
.
The added constraint here is x22 5. The simplex
routine results are x1 = 2.5, x2 = 5, and
z = 377.465. Since the z value is not greater than
the c value of 379, branching is stopped (even
though x1 is a non-integer value).
Since branching on both of these branches is stopped, the branch-and-
bound module is exited, and it returns a result of z = 379, with x1 =
4 and x2 = 4.'3.
To better understand this branch-and-bound procedure, the



















"'-'-, Call 1b2 ~ Result ~ Infeasible for x1 ~ 7 and x2 = 3 (stop)







". Call 1b1b - Result - x1 = 4.45, x2 = 4, z = 379 (branch 4)
.
Call 1b1b1~ Result ~ x1 = 4, x2 = 4.3, z = 379.478 (branch 5)
Ca11 1b1b //(
~"caI11b1b2 -Result ~Infeasible for x1~ 5 and x2 = 4 (stop)
'"
.






'''. Call 1b1b1b - result - x1 = 2.5, x2 = 5, z = 377.465 (stop z< c)
.
After evaluating the solutions obtained from the branch-and-bound
technique, the best integer solution is found to be z = 368 when











1 salesman A1 A2 A3f
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The Hungarian method is said to be one of the most efficient
methods. The following is an example of this technique, as explained
in section III D.
.
Problem--A large corporation must assign three salesmen to three
areas. Each salesman is different in efficiency, depending on his
assigned area. The management of the corporation wants to assign the
salesmen to the areas in such a way as to maximize profit. The profit
for the salesmen in each area is shown in the following table.
.
52 28 34 30
~I iiZ1 Z2 I Z3I
I
--
S1 1 15 6
S2 24 18 22




(1) First, this problem must be set to a minimization case. To













(2) Second, scale up all entries by adding the largest negative




















(3) Third, develop the total-opportunity-cost matrix. This
.
involves two steps.
(a) Subtract from all the elements in each row, the lowest
element in that row.
S3 o - 0 =0 5 - 0 - 5 15 - 0 = 15
(b) Subtract from all the e ements in each co
lowest element in that column.
Z1 Z2 Z3
S1 0-0 = 0 14 - 0 = 14 5 - 4 = 1
!
S2 6 - 0
= 6 0-0 = 0 4 - 4 = 0
S3 0-0 = 0 5 - 0









51 i 0 14 1I
i









(4) Next, test for optimality. Test for optimality by uSing the
test in which we count the number of vertical and horizontal lines
.




5ince only two lines are used to cover all zeros, the matrix is
. not optimal because, according to the test of optimality, we need at
least three lines.
.
(5) Fifth, a revised total-opportunity-cost matrix must be
developed. This involves the following:
(a) The lowest entry, of the entries which have not been
covered by lines, must be subtracted from all of the
. other uncovered entries. In this case, the entry is
one. The result is as follows:
.
.
51 0 13 0
.




I 53 0 4 , 10
!







51 o 13 o
.
52 6 o o
. 53 o 4 10
.
(b) Add this lowest entry value to the entries on which the
lines intersect. The result follows:
..
.









S1 o 13 o
.






. Since the number of lines is three, the optimal solution has been
found. To determine the solution, one must analyze the values of the
entries in the original table which correspond to the entrees which
contain zeros in the final table. The combination of values which.
results in the largest solution is chosen. Therefore, the solution of
this assignment is as follows:
. s3 to z1
s1 to z3
s2 to z2




To further illustrate the application of linear programming
problems to real life situations, a specific example can be explained.
In 1957, the Civil Aeronautics Board decided to use linear programming
to regulate their domestic air carriers. They used the linear
.
programming model in several situations.
One instance in which the linear programming model was used was
to assign space on an aircraft in the best possible combination. In
this problem, three variables were used to calculate supply and
.
demand. By using linear programming to assign values to the supply
and demand. the optimal solution was found.
A second situation which required linear programming for
aircrafts was used to assign flight routes. This involved selecting
two aircraft types and selecting some air routes. These aircrafts
. were then assigned to the necessary routes in the most economical way.
These types of situations which occurred were often solved by
using the linear programming model. By using this method, the
airlines made their flight arrangements and flight routes much more
efficient and economical.
C. Manpower Assignment
Another example of an assignment problem which can be applied to
everyday life is the manpower assignment. This type of problem is
explained in section II.
The Problem--Manager Sparky Gibson of the Hamilton White Sox
baseball team is trying to establish his starting pitchers for the
41

























crucial three-game series with the Mt. WashingtonTigers. Sparkyhas
the following five pitchers available:
Minta--the ace of the staff who just pitched last night's extra
inning game against the Northtown Grants;
O'Donnel--the aging veteran who has 3 wins and 6 losses.
. this season;
Banks--the relief ace who has started only one game this season;
I
Hudlow--the rookie who just arrived from the Delphi farm-team;
Nash--a 10-win, 4-loss right-hander who has been having arm
problems.
t
Sparky knows the Tigers are saving their ace pitcher for the
third game of the series. After considering the Tiger's probable
line-up and pitchers, Sparky has estimated the probability of winning
each of the three games with each of the five starting pitcher
alternatives. The winning probabilities are as follows:
.
Assuming each pitcher could only start one game in the series,
what is the pitching rotation that will provide the highest winning
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Whensolving this problem~ each of the winning probabilities must
be subtracted from the value 1~ and then the problem can be minimized
.
for these values~ this~ in turn~ will give the maximumwinning
.
probabi I i ty.

















































Whentesting this tableau for optimality, it is discovered to be
optimal, because all entries have a positive value, after the
















































Minta to Game 2
OIDonnel to Game 3.
Banks to Game 1
D. Traveling Salesman
. Another problemwhich uses linear programmingtechniques is the
Traveling Salesman problem. The problem is as follows:
The Lester City Steel Companyhas customers in Charlestown,










Lester Charlestown Rossville Madison
Lester 150 160 90
. Charlestown 150 80 55E
0
160 80 120~Rossville





cities are summarized below:
.
The regional sales manager for Lester would like to visit all
three customers and return to the Lester office in such a way that he
will minimize the total distance traveled. What route should the
sales manager select?
.
An additional set of constraints are required for the traveling
salesman problem. If the optimal assignment involved assigning
.
Madison to Charlestown and then assigning Charlestown back to Madison,
we would not have a full loop or complete tour. The Madison-to-
.
Charlestown-and-return loop would be unacceptable to the manager; why
would he return to Madison if that is the city he just visited? We







x12 + x21 ~ 1
x13 + x31 ~ 1
x14 + x41 ~
x23 + x32 ~ 1
x24 + x42 ~ 1
x29 + x43 ~ 1
As you can see, these constraints will prevent us from assigning
a return route to the city the manager has just left.
.
. If these constraints are included, this assignment type problem
would be solved by the simplex method, as explained in section III B.
Therefore, this problem has been solved by the computer system. The
. result is as follows:
Lester to Madison
Madison to Charlestown
. Charlestown to Rossville
Rossville to Lester
.
The total distance is 385 miles. This distance may be longer than the
optimal distance; however, if the salesman wants to make a complete
tour, this is the optimal solution.
If this problem were to be solved as a typical assignment
problem, leaving out the additional sub-tour constraints, the solution
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Here, establish the original table. Next, determine if the solution







































































The total distance is 340 miles. Although this is a shorter distance

















Even though a special purpose algorithm exists for solving
assignment problems, the person who frequently solves such problems
may need to know other techniques for solving such problems. This is
true because of added constraints which may become a part of the
.
problem. The wise problem solver needs to choose the appropriate
technique from those known based on efficiency in operation as well as
use of computer facilities available. Small problems may be done by
hand using enumeration, the simplex method, the transportation method,
.
the Hungarian method, or the branch-and-bound technique. Larger
problems may be done by computer. An experienced and knowledgeable
person will be able to decide the "best" way to solve a particular
.
problem.
Since assignment problems arise so naturally in business
decision-making and in other contexts as well, knowledge of how to set
. up such problems and how to solve them with ability to adapt to the
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